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applying this effectively will result in a much simpler life when
producing and promoting your short film. so, with these creative tips in
mind, are you confident you have the motivation and passion to start

making a short film script! learning how to make it happen. so, its time
to start writing. when you’re done, simply put the story into a word

document. fill in the blanks, and make sure you add at least one
character you can relate to. this is where you can start making your

own short movie script. next, and most importantly, make your
audience participate in the action by becoming part of the story. this is

not a normal tv show where we follow several people along a
predetermined path. this is an audience-participation show where the
audience becomes part of the story by interacting with the characters
to unveil the story. of course, our collection contains a myriad of comic
books and graphic novels. what makes our collection special, however,

is that it contains everything from the most popular titles to obscure
and rarely-seen back pages, from the oldest to the latest, from the

funniest to the most political. the white box on the right hand side of
the media player classic window is the playlist window. from here you

can upload and edit your playlists. so, how do we get media player
classic to play a video file? step 1. 1click open file in the media player
classic playlist window. 2browse to the location of your video file, e.g.

c:\videos\my-video.avi 3select the video file you wish to watch (by
double clicking on the browse button), 4and finally click the play button

on the top right of the playlist window.
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script, it is always helpful
to have a solid foundation
of knowledge about the
importance of structure
and writing style. what
this means is that you

need to create a simple
outline of the script in

which you have all of the
important elements of

your story a great way of
creating a script outline is

to do a step by step
process of writing down

the most important
elements of the script.
this process should be

followed by a writer
because it ensures that all
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the elements of the script
are covered. then, the

writer should read
through their script and
make any changes that
are needed to make it

stronger. as this is a short
story, the tone and style
of the script will reflect
that of the short film

itself. so, if you wish to
make your script sound
more "experimental",

then try to do things that
may not necessarily be
part of the language of

film making. for example,
if you want to add a

character who is using
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advanced technology,
then have them comment
on their situation or even
narrate from an unknown

source. i wrote a script
called like 1. ive written
other scripts but never

before have i written one
that was worth showing to

anyone. thats a good
thing and the reason why

i decided to do this. i
wanted to show people
that were willing to try

and fail and learn from it.
i want others to be

inspired by the things ive
been able to accomplish
im also including a link to
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the script so that people
can read it and see that
im serious about this. i

would love to hear
comments and questions.
i will respond and i hope
you like what you see.

thanks, im excited to hear
from you. 5ec8ef588b
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